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Hereditary porphyrias are a group of eight metabolic disorders of the haem biosynthesis pathway that are characterised by acute neurovisceral symptoms, skin lesions, or both. Every porphyria is caused by abnormal function of a separate enzymatic step, resulting in a specific accumulation of haem precursors. Seven porphyrias are the result of a partial enzymatic deficiency, and a gain of function mechanism has been characterised in a new porphyria. Acute porphyrias present with acute attacks, typically consisting of severe abdominal pain, nausea, constipation, confusion, and seizure, and can be life-threatening. Cutaneous porphyrias present with either acute painful photosensitivity or skin fragility and blisters. Rare recessive porphyrias usually manifest in early childhood with either severe cutaneous photosensitivity and chronic haemolysis or chronic neurological symptoms with or without photosensitivity. Porphyrias are still underdiagnosed, but when they are suspected, and dependent on clinical presentation, simple first-line tests can be used to establish the diagnosis in all symptomatic patients. Diagnosis is essential to enable specific treatments to be started as soon as possible. Screening of families to identify presymptomatic carriers is crucial to decrease risk of overt disease of acute porphyrias through counselling about avoidance of potential precipitants.

Introduction

Porphyrias are a group of eight panethnic inherited metabolic disorders of haem biosynthesis. Each results from a specific enzymatic alteration in the haem biosynthesis pathway (figure 1). Specific patterns of accumulation of the haem precursors 5-aminolaevulinic acid, porphobilinogen, and porphyrins are associated with characteristic clinical features—acute neurovisceral attacks, skin lesions, or both.1,2 Eight enzymes bring about haem synthesis from glycine and succinyl acid, porphobilinogen, and porphyrins are associated with characteristic clinical features—acute neurovisceral attacks, skin lesions, or both.1,2 Eight enzymes bring about haem synthesis from glycine and succinyl CoA. The biosynthetic pathway begins in the mitochondria and, after three cytoplasmic stages, the final steps of haem formation take place in the mitochondria (figure 1).

Although haem is synthesised in every human cell for respiratory and oxidation-reduction reactions, it is mostly produced in the erythropoietic cells for haemoglobin synthesis and the liver parenchymal cells for synthesis of cytochromes and haemoproteins. Control of haem production differs between these two tissues, mostly because of differences in rates of synthesis of 5-aminolaevulinic acid. The first enzyme, 5-aminolaevulinic acid synthase (ALAS), is coded by two genes3—one erythroid specific (ALAS2 on chromosome X) and one ubiquitous (ALAS1 on chromosome 3). ALAS1 is the rate-limiting enzyme in the production of haem in the liver and is controlled via negative-feedback regulation by the intracellular uncommitted haem pool4,5 (figure 2).

In erythroid cells, synthesis of haem is regulated during erythroid differentiation in response to erythropoietin. In these cells, ALAS2 synthesis is induced only during active haem synthesis. The rate is limited by iron availability and is not inhibited by haem.6 Spleen and liver macrophages degrade haem and recycle iron after erythropagocytosis through inducible haem oxygenase 1 (figure 2). Porphyrias are often classified as hepatic or erythropoietic according to the organ in which haem precursors accumulate (figure 1). However, a classification as acute porphyrias, cutaneous porphyrias, and rare recessive porphyrias based on clinical presentation is directly related to a simple biological diagnosis strategy and is more practical than are other classifications (figure 3).

Search strategy and selection criteria

We searched Embase, Medline, Ovid, and PubMed, with no restrictions on language or dates. We used the search terms “porphyria” and “genotype”, in combination with “phenotype”, “drugs”, “precipitating factors”, “pathogenesis”, “neuropathy”, “symptoms”, “pharmacogenetics”, “CYP450”, “gene therapy”, “mouse model”, “treatment”, “iron metabolism”, and “haem” plus “enzymes”. We largely selected publications from the past 5 years, but did not exclude commonly referenced and highly regarded older publications. We also searched the reference lists of articles identified by this search strategy and selected those we judged relevant. Review articles and book chapters are cited to provide readers with more details and references than this Seminar can give. Our reference list was modified on the basis of comments from peer reviewers.

Acute porphyrias

Presentation

People with autosomal-dominant acute porphyrias—acute intermittent porphyria, variegate porphyria, and hereditary coproporphyria—can present with a sudden life-threatening crisis. These attacks are infrequent because penetrance is low and they are difficult to diagnose because they are non-specific. Acute attacks happen in all acute porphyrias. Skin lesions never develop in acute intermittent porphyria but are the only clinical manifestation in some patients with variegate porphyria (60% of patients), and rarely (5%) develop in patients with hereditary coproporphyria (figure 4).7 Acute intermittent porphyria is estimated to affect about one in 75 000 people in European countries, apart from in northern Sweden, where, because of a founder effect, it is more frequent (one in 1000).7 Variegate porphyria might be half as
prevalent as acute intermittent porphyria in most European countries and is especially common in South Africa because of a founder effect. Acute attacks are very rare before puberty and after menopause, with a peak occurrence within the third decade. They are more common in women than in men. Most patients have one or a few attacks and then recover fully for the rest of their lives. Less than 10% develop recurrent acute attacks.

Porphyric attacks begin with a prodromic phase including minor behavioural changes such as anxiety, restlessness, and insomnia. Most people with acute attacks present with severe abdominal pain, but this pain might also be felt in the back or thighs. Nausea, vomiting, and constipation are common. Tachycardia, excess sweating, and hypertension, which are symptoms of increased sympathetic activity, are often present. Physical examination shows no abnormalities and X-ray analysis is normal or shows mild ileus of the bowel in most cases. During acute attacks, patients frequently become dehydrated and electrolyte imbalanced. Hyponatraemia attributable to inappropriate antidiuretic hormone secretion syndrome develops in 40% of cases, and when severe can lead to convulsions. Seizures in acute attacks can develop because of hyponatraemia or hypomagnesaemia or as a manifestation of porphyria. Occasionally, excretion of red or dark-coloured urine helps physicians with their investigations.

In 20–30% of patients, signs of mental disturbance such as anxiety, depression, disorientation, hallucinations, paranoia, or confusional states are reported. Most acute attacks last for no longer than 1 or 2 weeks. When they last longer, gastrointestinal manifestations frequently lead to weight loss. Acute attacks can also be life threatening because of severe neurological complications. Neuropathy often develops when drugs that are known to be porphyrinogenic are used during an attack. Neuropathy is mostly motor—in the early stages, pain in the arms and legs is very common (muscle pain), and weakness generally begins in the proximal muscles, more frequently in the arms than in the legs. Limb paresis, when it occurs, can be very local. Muscle weakness can progress and lead to tetraplegia, with respiratory and bulbar paralysis and death. Recovery from paralysis is gradual and in some cases incomplete, with sequelae mostly in the arms and legs. Pyramidal signs, cerebellar syndrome, transitory blindness, or consciousness abnormalities (from somnolence to coma) can arise. Cerebrospinal fluid is normal in most cases. Porphyric neuropathy is far less common than it was in the past, and acute attacks are rarely fatal. Clinical manifestations are non-specific in most cases. Biochemical analysis is necessary for diagnosis of an acute attack and to define the type of porphyria.

**Diagnosis**

Examination of urine for excess porphobilinogen is the essential first-line test for patients with a suspected attack of acute porphyria (figure 3). Measurement of 5-aminolaevulnic acid is not essential to establish the diagnosis but can be helpful for differentiation of the
disorder from other metabolic causes of abdominal pain, eg, lead poisoning or the rare 5-aminolaevulinic acid dehydratase porphyria. Urinary porphobilinogen and 5-aminolaevulinic acid are increased in all three acute hepatic porphyrias (acute intermittent porphyria, hereditary coproporphyria, and variegate porphyria) although the concentrations are higher and longer lasting in acute intermittent porphyria than in the other two types (hereditary coproporphyria and variegate porphyria). Measurement of urinary porphyrins is unhelpful and might be misleading because of frequent and non-specific coproporphyrinuria in many common disorders. With a recorded porphobilinogen overexcretion (>10 times the upper limit), treatment can be started immediately, with further laboratory investigations used to define the porphyria type in the proband (table 1).

For diagnosis of the type of acute porphyria in the proband, plasma fluorescence emission spectroscopy is a first-line test because a peak at 624–628 nm establishes the diagnosis of variegate porphyria. However, it does not distinguish acute intermittent porphyria from hereditary coproporphyria, for which the emission peak at 620 nm is usually present for both types. Urinary porphyrin analysis alone is not sufficient for discrimination (table 1). Total faecal porphyrin concentration is increased in variegate porphyria, with protoporphyrin concentrations (protoporphyrin IX) greater than those for coproporphyrin, whereas it is usually normal in acute intermittent porphyria. Total faecal porphyrin concentration is raised in hereditary coproporphyria, with coproporphyrin as the main component and a ratio of isomer III to isomer I greater than 2.0 (table 1). When present, a 50% decrease of porphobilinogen-deaminase activity can positively identify acute intermittent porphyria patients.

During remission, urine, faecal, and plasma porphyrin concentrations are generally normal in all three acute porphyrias. The most sensitive metabolite test for variegate porphyria that is in remission or presymptomatic is fluorescence emission spectroscopy of plasma (if patient is older than 15 years, with a 60% sensitivity and 100%
specificity). For hereditary coproporphyria, a ratio of faecal coproporphyrin isomer III to isomer I of more than 2:0 is sensitive in adults but the sensitivity of this ratio is not established in children.\textsuperscript{20–22} Family screening is essential to prevent acute attacks in those with latent disease. DNA analysis to identify the mutation is the gold standard.\textsuperscript{23–26} For DNA analysis, previous identification of the mutation in an unequivocally affected family member is needed. Genes for all porphyrias have been characterised, and large numbers of disease-specific mutations have been identified. Regularly updated lists of mutations are available from the Human Gene Mutation Database. Enzyme measurements are reserved for families in which a mutation cannot be identified (table 1). However, measurement of protoporphyrinogen oxidases, coproporphyrinogen oxidases, and even the widely used porphobilinogen-deaminase assay should be undertaken in a porphyria reference centre.\textsuperscript{27,28}

Pathogenesis and treatment

All clinical features of an acute attack can be explained by lesions of the nervous system. The leading hypothesis is that 5-aminolaevulinic acid or other metabolites that are overproduced by the liver are neurotoxic,\textsuperscript{29,30} and this notion could explain why acute intermittent porphyria is associated with impaired liver energy metabolism and chronic undernutrition.\textsuperscript{31} For the Human Gene Mutation database see \url{http://www.hgmd.org}.

Treatment (table 2) should be started promptly and any precipitating factors—especially drugs (including oestrogens and progestagens)—avoided, underlying infection should be treated and hypocaloric diets corrected.\textsuperscript{32} Complete lists of potentially safe and unsafe drugs are available on the internet (for the USA, and the European Union countries, South Africa, and Canada).

Patients often need high doses of opiates in combination with an antiemetic and a phenothiazine, such as chlorpromazine for anxiety and restlessness and to decrease need for analgesics. Careful management of fluid balance, with avoidance of large volumes of hypotonic dextrose, is necessary to limit the risk of severe hyponatraemia, which could provoke convulsions. An adequate intake of calories should be ensured, given orally as carbohydrate-rich food supplements (more than half of energy intake), or infused as normal saline with 5% dextrose when the patient has severe vomiting. Cardiovascular complications such as hypertension and tachycardia are rarely severe, therapy with β blockers is needed in some cases.

For lists of drugs that are safe and unsafe during acute porphyria attacks in European Union countries, South Africa, and Canada see \url{http://www.drugs-porphyria.org}.

For the Human Gene Mutation database see \url{http://www.hgmd.org}.

For lists of drugs that are safe and unsafe during acute porphyria attacks in USA see \url{http://www.porphyriafoundation.com}.

![Figure 3: First-line tests for diagnosis of porphyrias](image-url)

PBG=porphobilinogen. ALA=5-aminolaevulinic acid.

![Figure 4: Clinical features of porphyrias](image-url)

AIP=acute intermittent porphyria. ADP=5-aminolaevulinic acid (ALA) dehydratase porphyria. HC=hereditary coproporphyria. VP=variegate porphyria. PCT=familial and sporadic porphyria cutanea tarda. HEP=hepatoerythropoietic porphyria. CEP=congenital erythropoietic porphyria. EPP=erythropoietic protoporphyria. X-LDPP=X-linked dominant erythropoietic protoporphyria.

### Clinical features of porphyrias

- **Acute attacks ±chronic neuropathy**
  - Severe neurological defects
  - Neurological symptoms
  - Neuropsychiatric symptoms
  - Nausea, vomiting, constipation
  - Unexplained abdominal pain
  - Acute attacks
  - Protoporphyrin IX in erythrocytes

- **Erosive photodermatosis**
  - Bullae
  - Scars

- **Blisters**
  - Skin fragility

- **Hypertrichosis**
  - ±Hyponatraemia

- **Acute painful photosensitivity**
  - Erosive photodermatosis
  - Bullae

- **Skin fragility**
  - Blisters

- **Erosive photodermatosis**
  - Bullae

- **Blisters**
  - Skin fragility

- **Erosive photodermatosis**
Very occasionally, acute attacks are accompanied by a severe adrenergic crisis with dangerous hypertension, encephalopathy, seizures, and ischaemic changes on a CT brain scan. Posterior reversible encephalopathy syndrome has been shown on MRI during acute attacks. Severe adrenergic crisis with dangerous hypertension, motor paralysis. When vital capacity becomes severely reduced by paralysis of the intercostal muscles, artificial ventilation is necessary.

Intravenous haemin administration, which inhibits upregulated ALAS1 and curtails urinary excretion of 5-aminolaevulinic acid and porphobilinogen, is the specific (or aetiopathogenic) treatment of choice. Most patients with uncomplicated attacks improve within 5 days. However, human haemin will not reverse an established neuropathy, but might prevent neuropathy onset and halt further progression if given sufficiently early. A stable preparation of human haemin solution increases haem solubility and stability and lowers the risk of vein injury. Attacks during pregnancy have been treated without any apparent adverse effects to either mother or child.

Very occasionally, acute attacks are accompanied by a severe adrenergic crisis with dangerous hypertension, encephalopathy, seizures, and ischaemic changes on a CT brain scan. Posterior reversible encephalopathy syndrome has been shown on MRI during acute attacks with severe encephalopathy. Intravenous infusion of magnesium sulphate can be effective for control of adrenergic symptoms. Onset of a motor neuropathy is often characterised by severe pain and stiffness in the thighs and back, and then loss of tendon reflexes and motor paralysis. When vital capacity becomes severely reduced by paralysis of the intercostal muscles, artificial ventilation is necessary.

Intravenous haemin administration, which inhibits upregulated ALAS1 and curtails urinary excretion of 5-aminolaevulinic acid and porphobilinogen, is the specific (or aetiopathogenic) treatment of choice. Most patients with uncomplicated attacks improve within 5 days. However, human haemin will not reverse an established neuropathy, but might prevent neuropathy onset and halt further progression if given sufficiently early. A stable preparation of human haemin solution increases haem solubility and stability and lowers the risk of vein injury. Attacks during pregnancy have been treated without any apparent adverse effects to either mother or child.

Less than 10% of patients have recurrent acute attacks without clearly identified precipitating factors. Advice
about management of these attacks should be sought from a reference porphyria centre. Management of repeated attacks that are severe enough to need admission is difficult, and long-term treatment with human haem is needed. Regular treatment with a once-per-week single dose can help to control the disease. The most frequently reported event after several courses of haem therapy is the disappearance of the superficial venous system. Most of these patients will probably need permanent indwelling venous catheters, which have many attendant complications. A single dose of human haem contains 22.7 mg of iron. Therefore, iron overload is possible in patients who are given regular doses. A few patients with severe acute intermittent porphyria have received liver transplants. This intervention returns 5-aminolaevulinic acid and porphobilinogen excretion to normal, abolishes acute attacks, and improves quality of life. Thus, liver transplantation should be considered for selected patients with the most severe form of acute intermittent porphyria.45

Carriers of the gene defect, symptomatic or not, should be counselled about maintenance of a healthy diet with regular meals, avoidance of alcohol6 and smoking, and use of the list of potentially safe and unsafe drugs.6 When drugs are prescribed for porphyria, benefit versus risk should always be considered in conjunction with the severity of the underlying disorder that needs treatment and the disease activity of the porphyria. When difficult decisions about treatment have to be made, a national porphyria reference centre should be contacted. Early and accurate diagnosis combined with efficient counselling and treatment has greatly reduced fatality rates in acute porphyrias. Finally, patients with both symptomatic and latent disease have increased risks of hypertension,11–18 hepatocellular carcinoma,14–51 and chronic renal failure,18 and these risks need to be discussed individually with the patients.

### Cutaneous porphyrias

#### Bullous porphyrias

Variegate porphyria, hereditary coproporphyria, and porphyria cutanea tarda share the same chronic cutaneous photosensitivity. Porphyria cutanea tarda is the most frequent type of porphyria worldwide and presents with skin symptoms only. Variegate porphyria and hereditary coproporphyria can present with either cutaneous or neuropsychiatric symptoms (figure 4). Laboratory diagnosis is essential to avoid misclassification and unexpected acute attacks (figure 3 and table 1). Lesions are restricted to sun-exposed areas such as the backs of the hands, face and neck; some women might also develop lesions on the legs and feet (figure 5). Skin fragility is perhaps the most specific feature, in which negligible trauma is followed by superficial erosion that is soon covered by a crust. Secondary infection is common. Bullae, blisters, or vesicles take several weeks to heal. White papules (milia) can develop in areas of bullae, especially on the backs of hands. Previous areas of blisters appear atrophic or brownish. Hypertrichosis is common on the upper cheeks, ears, and arms (figure 5). Increased pigmentation of sun-exposed areas is common. Skin symptoms show seasonal variations, with greater intensity in the summer and autumn than in other seasons. Rare ocular complications have been reported in porphyria cutanea tarda, such as ocular pain and photophobia.15 Variable degrees of liver dysfunction are frequent in patients with this disorder, especially in association with excessive alcoholic intake. However, in patients with alcoholic cirrhosis, porphyria cutanea tarda is very rare, suggesting an underlying constitutional abnormality that might predispose the liver to development of the disease.
In bullous porphyrias, large amounts of porphyrins accumulate in the skin. The tetrapyrrolic nucleus of porphyrins renders them highly photoreactive and they absorb radiation energy in the visible range of about 400 nm. Once excited to a singlet state, porphyrin molecules might return to their ground state by a transfer of energy to various biological molecules that promotes peroxidation of membrane lipids and oxidation of nucleic acids and polypeptides. Histological examination of skin reveals cell-poor blisters beneath the epidermis, the multilayering of the basement membranes, and deposition of hyaline material, in and surrounding dermal blood vessels. These protein deposits stain positively with periodic acid Schiff reagent. Results of immunohistochemical studies show immunoglobulin, fibrinogen, and complement in the vicinity of vessel walls. Altogether, these findings suggest that the principal site of photo injury is the blood vessels of the papillary dermis. A skin biopsy sample is useless and even contraindicated for both positive and causal diagnoses that are easily achieved with biochemical tests.

Plasma fluorescent spectrum is the best initial test for diagnosis of cutaneous porphyrias, differentiating between variegate porphyria and porphyria cutanea tarda (figure 3 and table 1). Excretion profiles of urinary and faecal porphyrins are also useful diagnostic measures (table 1). In patients with symptomatic porphyria cutanea tarda, the typical porphyrin excreted in the faeces, other than a large excretion of uroporphyrin and 7-carboxy-porphyrin, is isocoproporphyrin.

However, excretion profiles become normal after long-term remission. Porphyria cutanea tarda is caused by a deficiency of uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase activity—at least in the liver. It is a heterogeneous disease.

The sporadic subtype (75% of cases) is most often identified in male patients without a family history of the disease. In this disorder, uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase activity is deficient only in the liver during overt disease. Sporadic porphyria cutanea tarda is a complex disease in which both a multigenic predisposition and environmental risk factors are needed for symptoms to develop. The familial subtype (25% of cases) has an earlier onset than does the sporadic subtype, and arises equally in both sexes. It is transmitted as an autosomal-dominant mendelian disorder of low penetrance, attributable to a family-specific \textit{UROD} gene defect that leads to a constitutive 50% uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase deficiency. The ability to differentiate between the sporadic and familial subtypes is useful in genetic counselling to detect presymptomatic familial subtype patients and prevent their exposure to precipitating factors. However, benefits of identification of patients with familial subtypes are still controversial and need to be assessed. Activity of erythrocyte uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase is normal in the sporadic subtype and reduced in the familial subtype, in which mutation screening is useful to detect symptom-free relatives (table 1).

The same risk factors contribute to either a partial inactivation of hepatic uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase in sporadic porphyria cutanea tarda or severe inactivation in the familial subtype. Porphyria cutanea tarda seems to be a disease in which symptoms develop when residual, hepatic uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase decrease below a threshold of about 25%. The risk factors that contribute to inactivation or inhibition of this enzyme are mainly alcohol abuse, oestrogens, hepatitis C, and to a lesser extent HIV infections and genetic haemochromatosis. These precipitating factors act either alone or in combination with hepatic iron overload, an almost universal finding in porphyria cutanea tarda, to generate...
an iron-dependent oxidative mechanism. Results of a meta-analysis show that HFE C282Y and H63D alleles in different genotypic combinations are associated with a three to 48 times greater risk of porphyria cutanea tarda than is the wild type genotype. Liver biopsy samples frequently show siderosis (figure 5). Transferrin saturation and serum iron and ferritin concentrations are frequently increased. Additionally, polymorphisms in TFRC1 and CYP1A2 genes confer a heightened risk of porphyria cutanea tarda.

Hepatic siderosis in porphyria cutanea tarda results in part from deregulated hepcidin (HAMP) expression, independent of the HFE genotype. Hepatic uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase inactivation in this disorder could be mediated by uroporphomethene, a competitive inhibitor, resulting from partial oxidation of uroporphyrinogen by a cytochrome P450 (CYP1A2) in an iron-dependent oxidative mechanism. Liver dysfunction is common in patients with porphyria cutanea tarda, especially in association with excessive alcoholic intake, varying in sensitivity from mild cytolysis to cirrhosis. Frequency of hepatic cancer is higher in patients with porphyria cutanea tarda and cirrhosis than in those with cirrhosis alone. Haemodialysis in patients with chronic renal failure can predispose to this disorder, but in chronic renal failure and end-stage liver disease, skin blisters resembling those of porphyria cutanea tarda and often referred to as pseudoporphryia can develop. The differential diagnosis between pseudoporphryia and porphyria cutanea tarda should be established by undertaking porphyrin analysis of plasma or faeces, which is abnormal only in porphyria cutanea tarda.

Variegate porphyria and hereditary coproporphyria have been excluded and sporadic and familial porphyria cutanea tarda has been diagnosed, an initial appraisal should be made of the patients’ lifestyle, alcohol and oestrogen intake, hepatitis C virus and HIV infection status, liver and renal function, iron metabolism, and haemochromatosis genotype. Alcohol intake should be prohibited. Sun avoidance, use of protective clothing, and whenever possible, use of opaque sunscreens are crucial to lessen skin symptoms in porphyria cutanea tarda and are the only way to manage skin symptoms in variegate porphyria and hereditary coproporphyria (table 3).

In patients with porphyria cutanea tarda who do not have haemochromatosis, low-dose chloroquine treatment (100–200 mg twice per week) is now widely used. Chloroquine complexes porphyrins slowly mobilises them from the liver and increases their excretion into urine. Duration of treatment and relapse rates are only slightly higher without than with venesection. High-dose chloroquine treatment should be avoided because it causes a hepatitis-like syndrome in patients with porphyria cutanea tarda. Phlebotomy is the treatment of choice in such patients with haemochromatosis—even when serum iron or ferritin concentrations are only slightly raised. A unit of blood (350–500 mL) is removed every 4 weeks until iron stores return to normal. This approach is continued until transferrin saturation falls below 16% or ferritin concentrations reach the low limit of normal, but can be interrupted early if haemoglobin falls below 110 g/L. Urinary or plasma concentrations of porphyrin are monitored every 3 months and return to normal within 6 months in most cases. Clinical remission is achieved within 6–9 months. In some severe cases, the combination of blood-letting and chloroquine therapy results in faster remission than does either treatment alone. To detect relapse, and because of the high rate of liver disease, urinary or plasma porphyrin concentrations, iron metabolism, and liver function should be assessed yearly. In porphyria cutanea tarda with chronic renal failure, erythropoietin supplementation is given because it mobilises iron in haemoglobin synthesis, thereby depleting excessive body-iron stores.

### Acute painful photosensitive porphyrias

Erythropoietic protoporphyria is an inherited disorder that is caused by partial deficiency in mitochondrial
ferrochelatase, the terminal enzyme of haem biosynthesis (figures 1 and 6). Accumulation of free protoporphyrin, mainly in erythrocytes and secondarily in other tissues (skin and liver) or biological fluids (bile and faeces), leads to painful photosensitivity and potential liver complications. The most common clinical manifestation is seasonal lifelong acute photosensitivity of sun-exposed skin.\(^{32}\) Photosensitivity develops in early childhood, but in rare cases symptoms manifest in adulthood. Skin symptoms of erythropoietic protoporphyria include burning, stinging, and pruritus in sun-exposed skin. Phototoxic reactions take place within minutes of sun exposure, and acute burning pain is ameliorated by application of cold water. Mild symptoms such as oedema and erythema arise immediately after sun exposure, and chronic lesions such as thickening of the hand skin and wax-like scarring on the face are common. Seasonal palmar keratoderma has been reported\(^{111}\) in some patients who are compound heterozygotes or homozygotes for \(FECH\) mutations. Many patients have a slight microcytic, hypochromic anaemia.\(^{112}\) Although erythropoietic protoporphyria is generally a benign disease, biochemical evidence of liver dysfunction can be identified in 10–20% of these patients. Gallstones can form from protoporphyrin, and these patients are at increased risk of cholelithiasis. In about 2%, a rapidly progressing and irreversible cholestatic liver failure develops.\(^{113,114}\) Liver dysfunction is caused by accumulation of protoporphyrin in hepatocytes and bile canaliculi, resulting in cell damage, cholestasis, cytolsis, and further retention of protoporphyrin.

The mode of erythropoietic protoporphyria inheritance is complex but is almost always associated with two molecular defects. In about 94% of patients with overt disease, clinical expression usually requires coinheritance of a private \(FECH\) mutation\(^{115}\) that is trans to a hypomorphic \(FECH^{IVS3-48C}\) allele. The effect of this allele is to lower mitochondrial ferrochelatase activity below a crucial threshold of about 35%.\(^{116,117}\) About 4% of families have this disorder with either homozygous or compound heterozygous \(FECH\) mutations, and these homo-allelic or hetero-allelic patients have a raised risk of severe liver disease.\(^{118}\) Finally, acquired somatic \(FECH\) mutations have been described\(^{119}\) in patients who developed erythropoietic protoporphyria in association with myelodysplasia or myeloproliferative disorder after age 40 years.

Because protoporphyrin is strictly lipophilic, excretion of porphyrin in urine does not increase. Diagnosis is based on a large increase in free protoporphyrin concentrations in erythrocytes.\(^{32}\) Plasma porphyrin fluorescence assay shows a characteristic peak at 634 nm in symptomatic patients. Mitochondrial ferrochelatase enzyme activity, measured in nucleated cells, is reduced to 10–35% of the normal value in symptomatic patients and about 50% in asymptomatic carriers.\(^{101}\) Screening for mutation and for the hypomorphic \(IVS3-48C/T\) identifies symptom-free family members and allows definition of the mode of inheritance in that family.\(^{100}\)

Protection from sunlight is the mainstay of erythropoietic protoporphyria management. Special clothes, opaque topical sunscreens, or UVB phototherapy can ameliorate photointolerance.\(^{108}\) Afamelanotide, an \(\alpha\) melanocyte-stimulating hormone analogue, has been suggested as a means to induce photo-protective epidermal melanin formation.\(^{30}\) Oral \(\beta\) carotene (75–200 mg per day) improves light tolerance in about a third of patients, but it is contraindicated in smokers (table 3).\(^{108}\) Prediction of which patients will develop severe liver disease is impossible, and management should include yearly biochemical assessment of liver function.\(^{108}\) When liver dysfunction develops, treatment with cholestyramine (which depletes hepatic protoporphyrin) or activated charcoal (which binds protoporphyrin) is advised. When light exposure cannot be avoided, yellow filter glasses (75–200 mg per day) are recommended to reduce potential phototoxic injury of intra-abdominal organs.\(^{112}\) During surgery, protection with a physical barrier and modification of surgical lighting (yellow filter) are recommended to reduce potential phototoxic injury of intra-abdominal organs.\(^{112}\) After liver transplantation, protoporphyrin might accumulate in the donor liver, which shows the key role of bone marrow in protoporphyrin overproduction. Concomitant liver and bone-marrow transplantation should be undertaken to prevent relapse of liver disease; however, the exact role of the cotransplantation remains to be investigated.

A previously unrecognised form of porphyria\(^{114}\) has a clinical presentation very similar to that of erythropoietic protoporphyria, with huge amounts of protoporphyrin in erythrocytes, of which about 40% is bound to zinc, but without ferrochelatase deficiency. This new porphyria, called X-linked dominant erythropoietic protoporphyria,
results from increased activity of ALAS2 attributable to gain-of-function deletions in ALAS2 (figure 6). All other previously described mutations in ALAS2 are loss-of-function mutations that cause recessive X-linked sideroblastic anaemia. ALAS2 gain of function leads to production of protoporphyrin in excess of the amount needed for haemoglobin synthesis, and in quantities sufficient to cause photosensitivity and liver damage—despite healthy mitochondrial ferrochelatase activity. Supportive and preventive treatments are similar to those for erythropoietic protoporphyria.

**Rare recessive porphyrias**

**Congenital erythropoietic porphyria**

Congenital erythropoietic porphyria (or Günther disease) is the most frequent of the rare recessive porphyrias. Inheritance is autosomal recessive, and the disorder results from a pronounced deficiency of uroporphyrinogen III synthase enzymatic activity (UROS). The enzymatic defect causes specific overproduction and excretion of the non-physiological and pathogenic isomer I of uroporphyrin and coproporphyrin (figures 1 and 3). Molecular study of the UROS gene in these patients has identified various mutations. However, a common missense mutation, p.Cys73Arg, is identified in 40% of disease alleles of white people. Moreover, congenital erythropoietic porphyria features attributable to UROS deficiency that is secondary to a GATA-1 erythroid-specific transcription-factor gene mutation have also been reported (table 1). Clinical features combine cutaneous photosensitivity and chronic haemolysis, the severity of which varies.

Most patients have severe photosensitivity, leading to bullae, scarring, and eventually disfigurement of the light-exposed parts of the body such as hands, ears, nose, and eyelids. Ocular involvement includes chronic ulcerative keratitis and corneal scarring. Secondary infections of lesions can lead to scarring, deformities, and loss of fingernails and digits. Erythrodontia (figure 7), osteodystrophia, combining osteolysis and osteoporosis, and hypercellular bone marrow are present in almost all patients. Red fluorescent urine in nappies provides an easy early diagnosis. Mild-to-severe haemolysis and hypersplenism are suggestive of impaired haem metabolism in erythrocytes. Phenotypic heterogeneity is typical of congenital erythropoietic porphyria. Adult late-onset forms show either a mild phenotype often restricted to skin photosensitivity because of a mild inherited UROS mutations or, in older patients, a congenital erythropoietic porphyria-like syndrome as a complication of myeloid malignancy, which precedes the onset of skin lesions.

Extremely severe forms of congenital erythropoietic porphyria, starting during embryogenesis, are dominated by severe haemolytic anaemia that leads to hydrops fetalis and death in utero. The earliest possible diagnosis is advisable because special care should be taken with affected babies to avoid phototherapy for treatment of neonatal jaundice. Allogeneic bone-marrow transplantation is the only curative treatment and has been successful in several patients with moderate-to-severe disease (figure 7). The crucial supportive treatment for congenital erythropoietic porphyria is based on protection from sunlight and UV exposure, associated with meticulous skin care (table 3). Anaemia can be so severe that some patients are transfusion-dependent. Splenectomy can reduce need for transfusions. Gene-based therapy is being investigated.

**Hepatoerythropoietic porphyria**

Hepatoerythropoietic porphyria is caused by a homozygous or compound heterozygous deficiency of uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase. Only about 34 cases of this disorder have been reported. It is predominantly a hepatic porphyria that rarely resembles congenital erythropoietic porphyria clinically and tends to presents in infancy or childhood with red urine, blistering skin lesions, hypertrichosis, and scarring (figure 5). Sclerodermoid skin changes are the predominant feature in some cases. Erythrocyte porphyrin concentrations are increased, but protoporphyrins predominate. Some patients also have haemolytic anaemia and splenomegaly. However, biochemical findings in hepatoerythropoietic porphyria resemble those reported for porphyria cutanea tarda (table 1). Treatment is based on sun avoidance measures and blood-letting and chloroquine are not effective in this disorder.

**Rare recessive acute hepatic porphyrias**

The variants of this subgroup are 5-aminolaevulinic acid dehydratase porphyria, acute intermittent porphyria, variegate porphyria, and hereditary coproporphyria. In these rare variants that manifest in infants or early childhood, orange urine in nappies could suggest
porphyrias (figure 3). Five homozygous cases of acute intermittent porphyria have presented with phenotypes of variable severity. The clinical situation is wholly different from that of dominant acute intermittent porphyria—affected children have porencephaly, severe developmental retardation, neurological defects, cataract, psychomotor retardation, ataxia, and convulsions.138,139

Recessive variegate porphyria with cutaneous lesions accompanied by skeletal abnormalities of the hand has been reported in about 15 individuals.128–130 Short stature, mental retardation, and convulsions also arise but less frequently than lesions or hand abnormalities. Two different types of homozygous hereditary coproporphyria cases have been described116–118 with a documented genotype-phenotype relation. In the first type, patients were small and showed skin photosensitivity, developmental retardation, neurological defects, and psychomotor retardation.119 In the second type, so-called harderoporphyrin, patients presented with intense jaundice and haemolytic anaemia at birth without neurological symptoms.122,123 The pattern of faecal porphyrin excretion was not typical, with large amounts of harderoporphyrin in addition to coproporphyrin.

Six cases of recessive 5-aminolaevulinic acid dehydratase porphyria have been reported and genetically substantiated as ALAD mutations.114 The disease can manifest in childhood or in adulthood with severe neurological symptoms that have features of chronic neuropathy sometimes associated with acute attacks.115 This disorder subtype is characterised by greatly increased excretion of 5-aminolaevulinic acid and coproporphyrin (table 1) in urine, accompanied by low 5-aminolaevulinic acid dehydratase activity measured in erythrocytes.116 In hereditary tyrosinaemia type I, symptoms of this disorder develop as a result of accumulation of succinylacetone,107 the most potent inhibitor of 5-aminolaevulinic acid dehydratase in the liver, which is identified in urine and blood of patients. As a result, about 40% of these children have symptoms resembling attacks of acute porphyria.108 Treatment is the same as that for acute attacks and is effective in some but not all cases. Liver transplantation in these patients has little effect on the symptoms or biochemical profile, suggesting irreversible neural damage.109 Future attacks are prevented by avoidance of agents known to stimulate ALAS1 activity and also those known to inhibit 5-aminolaevulinic acid dehydratase activity (eg, lead).110

European porphyria network
The European Porphyria Network (EPNET) is a collaborative project between European porphyria centres that was established to provide improved health care for patients and their families. It has been partly funded by the EU Commission Public Health Executive Agency (PHEA). The overall aim is to develop a common approach to diagnosis and clinical management of porphyrias so that patients, their families, and health-care professionals can benefit from access to evidence-based, consensus-agreed information in their own languages through easily accessible support. EPNET was developed after successful establishment of a collaborative research initiative European Porphyria Initiative (EPI) on the acute porphyrias between reference porphyria centres from many European countries140 and the development of a porphyria drug database.
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A heterozygous 5-aminolevulinate dehydratase deficiency is the major finding in 6% of patients with acute intermittent porphyria. HLA-DRB1*0701 and HLA-DQB1*0501 were associated with this finding. HLA-DQA1*0501 was associated with absence of 5-aminolevulinate dehydratase activity. These results suggest that the role of the MHC may be to modulate the clinical expression of acute intermittent porphyria due to 5-aminolevulinate dehydratase deficiency, possibly by influencing the degree of inflammation and tissue damage.


